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Hi rebels! We hope you had a
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8th Grade Washington DC Trip
by Sadhana Chandra
This year, the 8th graders (including me) had a trip of a lifetime! We were at Washington
DC for 3 days and we definitely had a blast. George Washington’s home, the White House,
and the U.S. Capital Building were some attractions we saw at DC.
Honestly, in my opinion, my favorite place that we visited was definitely the Washington
Monument. It was really beautiful at nighttime and really cool to be on the topmost floor of
the monument. 
 Not only did we visit these famous areas, but we also visited 3 museums. We visited the
Spy Museum, the Smithsonian National Museum of Natural History, and the Holocaust
museum. Lots of friends I know really enjoyed touring around the Spy museum. Personally I
really liked the Smithsonian museum. There was so much to learn there and it was really
cool to walk around and see animal species and organisms hat have went extinct a long
time ago and some that are around today. 
 Lastly, I want to talk about visiting the memorials. We visited the Vietnam war memorial,
Korean war memorial, Air-force memorial, 9/11 memorial, Tomb of the Unknown Soldier, Iwo
Jima Memorial, Lincoln memorial, Washington memorial, and the MLK memorial.
 The Tomb of the Unknown Soldier memorial was definitely a highlight of the trip. A few 8th
grade students were chosen to lay a wreath at the Tomb of The Unknown Soldier to
represent Larson Middle. They were chosen by writing a paragraph about why they choose
to represent Larson at this wreath laying event.  
This was definitely a memorable trip and I really hope the 7th graders will enjoy DC next
year when they are in 8th grade!

8th Grade Leaf Raking
By: Avneet Cheema

During the week of November 11th our 8th
graders went all around Troy helping
elderly citizens with their lawns. They

raked their leaves, made piles of leaves,
bagged them, and did much more. Some

even received letters and treats from elder
citizens because they appreciated Larson

so much! They represented Larson when
doing their acts of community service.

Let’s go 8th grade rebels!

Community News

The Robotics Highlight
By: Shree Patel
Robotics is a Larson Club and they build robot out of scratch and then
program them. Building and programming is an important factor in robotics.
The most important thing to remember is teamwork. There was a tournament
on November 12th, 2022. The Platinum Panthers won first place overall and
won the motivate award. The Platinum Panthers, is a team of 13 members,
including 2 coaches and 4 mentors. A team member said “Robotics is a fun
club. I learned  lots of new skills and it was very fun working  with the people
on my team.” -Sadhana Chandra. There also was another tournament on the
19 of November with more coming.
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World News
SPECIAL FEATURE:
Why are Protesters in the UK Throwing Food at Famous Paintings?
By: Janvi Agarwal 
From throwing tomato soup at a Van Gogh and mashed potatoes at a Monnet, to throwing chocolate
cake at King Charles’s waxwork, these protesters say that this is to raise climate change awareness.
Though there was glass protecting the paintings, and minimal damage to the frame, people all over the
world were understandably furious with their lack of consideration to how significant these works of
art were. Phoebe Plummer, one of the activists who threw the tomato soup, insisted that they knew
that no harm would be done to the actual artwork. In an interview with JOE she states, “What we're
doing is getting the conversation going, so we can ask the questions that matter.” A lot of the protests
were primarily made by a climate activist group called Just Stop Oil. Their goal is to reach the UK
government to stop their future fossil fuel deals. Famous artwork isn’t the only thing they’re
destroying. Luxury department stores like Harrods and car showrooms have been covered in bright
orange paint. Keeping up with their trend of superglue, there have been people in orange vests gluing
themselves to a frequently used highway. And even climbing high bridges. The government has
obviously noticed and has passed a new bill in order to have harsher punishments for climate activists
and for police to have more power to break them up.

The Life and Death of Mahsa Amini
By: Nikhil Rao

 Here in the United States, you’re allowed to wear pretty much anything you like, with a few exceptions of course. But
the people of Iran, more specifically women, don’t have this luxury. The middle-eastern country of Iran is notorious for

their strict dress code, which the government forces upon everybody, including visitors, in the country. Something the
women of Iran have to abide by is wearing a hijab, as well as a neck scarf/covering, in front of the opposite sex and in

public. If you don’t know already, a hijab is a traditional head scarf used to cover a woman’s hair. Women found without
a hijab on in a public setting or in front of a man can receive as little as ten days of imprisonment or up to two months.

They could also receive fines. 
 The story of Mahsa Amini is similar to many other women across Iran. Amini’s death set the Iranian people’s hearts on

fire and sparked a wave of protests in all corners of the country. Journalists were shut down and mysteriously vanished
when trying to report the news under the Iranian government. And many, many, many people were killed. Which is why

its so important to get the people’s word out and spread awareness of their situation.
 Mahsa Amini was born on September 21, 1999 in the northwest Iranian Kurdistan Province. Her name officially was

Mahsa but her Kurdish name, Jina, was more commonly used amongst her family. Her family described Amini as a shy,
quiet type of person. Her family also said she was not the activist type and was never involved politically. Despite this,

Amini always wanted to be a lawyer. She graduated from Taleghani Girls’ High School in 2018. 
 On September 13, Amini was traveling with her family to visit her brother in Tehran. Amini was of course following the

Iranian dress code and wearing loose clothing along with a hijab and neck scarf. Suddenly, just outside a metro station
in Tehran, the Morality police (the police that deal with these types of situations) arrested her for supposedly not

following the dress code. Amini was detained and transported to a police station, though many eye-witnesses noted
Amini being beaten harshly on the ride there. Soon after she arrived at the station, she felt faint and collapsed on the

ground. An ambulance quickly arrived to take her to Kasra Hospital, about an hour away from the police station. Amini
fell into a coma for the time she spent at the hospital. Finally, on September 16, she died in the hospital under the watch

of the police. This caused outrage in her family, as well as the community, and they demanded an answer. The Iranian
police and government tried covering up the situation by saying Amini had a pre-existing medical condition, to which

her family denied. Although later on they did come out and admit Amini had a minor neurological operation done a few
years ago, it shouldn’t distract from what the police did to her. but, unlike the opinion of the public, Amini did not die

from the beatings she took from the police. Instead, Kasra hospital released that her cause of death was actually
because of cerebral hypoxia, which caused multiple organ failures. The hospital, as well as a coroner, who had worked
to find Amini’s cause of death, did find out she had a pre-existing medical condition, but that the condition was not at

all linked to her death.
 Mahsa Amini’s death was the tipping point for the citizens of Iran. As soon as her story became public, protests spread

all across the country. Stories like Amini’s had come out time and time again, but the people were powerless against
the government un-united. Which is what changed when Amini died; people united against the government and their

awful treatment of people. Thousands of women ran into the streets, followed by enormous crowds, and tore their
hijabs, face coverings, and neck scarfs off. The government was quick to counter, threatening the protesters with tear
gas and open gunfire into the crowd. They also used fire trucks to pour water on the crowds, attempting to drive them

away and keep quiet. But it didn’t work. People kept chanting and holding up signs of Amini. Some even went as far as
to cut their hair in front of the fire trucks and police officers. The government was quick to resort to brutality, causing

hundreds of people to die fighting for simple human rights. They were brutally killed and left on the street for people to
mourn and cry over. People were desperate to make their voice heard and to speak out against their awful government.
The situation in Iran is still ongoing, all the while uncovering even more unsettling truths about the Iranian government.

Other middle eastern countries as well as countries outside of the region have all stepped in to try and make it better.
Its important for everyone to know about what other people are going through and how to help. The death of Mahsa

Amini will forever be remembered not only as a tragic, unnecessary killing of an innocent woman who was following the
rules, but as the final blow to the Iranian police and government’s dominance over the people.
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Larson Lights 
Q: Why did you become a gym teacher?

    Q: What’s your favorite part of teaching?”
Q: What do you enjoy about your job?

 Q: Whats the craziest incident that happened to you in this job?

 Designed By: Shree Patel
and Sonali Rana 

J U S T I N  S C O T T
Justin is respectful to his teachers and  fellow

students/peers. He is also very kind to others. He
shows the four pillars every day.  He is always

resilient. He cares for his peers and helps everyone. 

ARAMAAN PATEL
 

L A U R Y N  H A R P E R

Aramn Patel cheers his classmates on everyday, he
is very resilient and he is very kind. He always

communicates with people. 

Lauren Harper, is always respectful and puts
effort into assignments. She is super resilient and
she always does what she is supposed to do. She

also participates in class discussions.

A L E X  C H R O B A K  T E A G A N  T R E E  
    Alex is a hard worker and he is always willing to try

new things and problem-solve. He adds to the daily
discussions and is always willing to share. He is 

 always kind to his friends and he always helps others. 
 
 

Teagan is very respectful and an active listener.
She is resilient and she is a great student. She
doesn’t give up, she is a great teammate. She

always listens and show’s the 4R’s. 
 

“When I was in college my dad got ALS (progressive muscle
weakness) which effects use of your body and so it made me
appreciate all that our bodies can do, I wanted to share that

passion with students.”
“My favorite part of teaching is the relationships with my

students, watching them grow through the year is so exciting
and rewarding.”

Abby shows a lot of responsibility and she helps out on
her own, and she’s willing to put extra work in. She is

really awesome to everyone. She is always willing to help
others and she lets others know if she needs help with

things.

 
"I enjoy helping kids whether in the clinic or
if they need help with anything, I really like

bringing sunshine into their lives.”
"Last year the 8th graders went to Green Field

Village and the buses didn’t show up!"  
 
 

A B B Y  C E R M A K  

  "Joking with the students every day."
"I got serenaded by a 

  barbershop quartet one time right in
the office!” 

Written By: Akshara Venisetty 



Elon Musk’s Twitter Takeover 
By Nikhil Rao

As you’ve probably heard by now, multi-billionaire and richest man in the world Elon Musk has finally concluded his acquisition of Twitter. It took a lengthy 6
months to transition the ownership of the platform from its previous founders Noah Glass, Biz Stone, Evan Williams, and Jack Dorsey (who was the previous CEO)
to Musk, from April 14th to October 27th of 2022. Musk had been tweeting jokes about buying Twitter and even other giant companies like Coca-Cola before and

even during the acquisition. His jokes exploded on the internet, with many agreeing he should purchase Twitter. Musk is no stranger to business dealing, as he
owns 2 other fortune 500 companies (Tesla and SpaceX) in addition to an array of other successful companies, so he looked for any possible risks in sight. But the

idea of owning Twitter was an amazing business opportunity, so Musk didn’t give it up. On April 25th this year he reached a deal with Twitter’s board of directors
to buy the entire company for a jaw-dropping 44 billion dollars. But just a few months after the deal was made, in July, Musk claimed to have not been informed

about the number of scammers and bots on the site. This sudden discovery caused the billionaire to temporarily step out of the agreement to buy Twitter.
Eventually he did step back in and buy the company and claimed he would remove most of the bots from it. But through it all, Musk kept his goal the same: “I
didn’t buy the firm to make more money. I did it to try and help humanity, whom I love.”, he said in a tweet shortly after the acquisition was completed. Musk

buying Twitter placed him the news for a while, but now something big within Twitter has kept him in news, and it isn’t great.
For a long time now, celebrities, influencers, and brands on Twitter can get a blue checkmark next to their name once officials have verified the account is

authentic. This had always been a free bonus of being famous on twitter, but now Musk changed it. Earlier this month, he introduced a concept of making the
blue checkmark a subscription-based feature, part of a bigger monthly subscription called Twitter Blue. Twitter Blue was introduced with a $20 price tag, which

was met with a lot of protest. Stephen King, a popular horror novelist who had a blue checkmark for a long time, tweeted out about how upset he was about
paying so much for a checkmark (ironic because he has over a million dollars to his name and even more in assets). He stated that he would probably leave the

platform if things didn’t change. Musk replied with “Twitter’s gotta pay the bills somehow!” but followed up with a tweet saying he would lower the price of
Twitter Blue to $8 a month. Now this may not seem notable in the sea of other controversies Musk and twitter have been involved in, until you remember what the

blue checkmark symbolizes. When a company or person had that checkmark before twitter blue, it meant you could trust that everything that account said was
authentic and genuine, but now that any twitter user can clip a checkmark next to their name, it brings in a whole slew of trouble. Twitter users are always

welcome to change their username, which had never been a problem until now. Many twitter users started changing their names to popular companies and
purchasing a Twitter Blue subscription, impersonating that company. This caused loads of chaos on twitter, with people impersonating your favorite artists,

brands, and celebrities saying things that the brand/person would never say or just straight up lies. Accounts like Nintendo of America were being impersonated
and the impersonator would post pictures of the famous icon Mario holding up offensive hand signs. Similar things happened all over the place, including a

healthcare company, Eli Lilly getting impersonated and having this tweeted under their name: “We are excited to announce insulin is free now.” Outrage spread
all throughout social media platforms everywhere. Musk and his team scrambled to find solutions. Eventually, the chaos died down when Twitter added “Official”

next to check marked accounts of famous people/brands that were authentic. The whole situation, though quite bad, turned out to be pretty funny. But, none
the less, Musk learned a few lessons through the experience. Twitter is still working out a few wrinkles with Twitter Blue and the platform in general, but overall is

doing okay.
Twitter blue has really put into perspective how much we trust brands or people we know. It also teaches us to be more careful online and how easily it is to
overlook things that could potentially become huge. It’s important to realize that everything on twitter, and social media platforms in general, shouldn’t be

trusted. And the more careful we are, the better the internet can be for everyone.
 

Pop Culture
Taylor Swift is Coming to Town!
By: Merisa Grebovic
As many of you already know (hopefully because of my previous article) Taylor Swift has recently released a
new album “Midnights.” Following the album’s release, she made a very exciting announcement on November
1st. “I’m enchanted to announce my next tour: Taylor Swift | The Eras Tour, a journey through the musical eras
of my career (past and present!)” That’s right, Taylor is FINALLY coming on tour. She’ll be going around to U.S.
stadiums with her group of openers (most you’ll know): Paramore, beabadoobee, Phoebe Bridgers, girl in red,
MUNA, HAIM, GAYLE, Gracie Abrams, and OWENN. Possibly the most exciting? On June 10th, she’ll be stopping
by in Detroit at Ford Field. Oh, but wait, it gets better. With the enormous amounts of fans planning to come to
her shows, she’s added 8 more dates to her list. One being in Detroit for June 9th. Due to COVID, Taylor and
many other artists are just now getting back to normal and beginning to tour again. The last tour of hers was
the reputation stadium tours in 2018. 4 years ago (wow). Since then, Taylor has released 6 more albums (Lover,
folklore, evermore, Fearless (Taylor’s Version), Red (Taylor’s Version), and Midnights). So, you already know
how fierce the competition is going to be to get tickets for this. Personally, I’ve never been to one of Taylor’s
shows, but I was able to get my hands some tickets for her show on Saturday, June 10th! (If you couldn’t
already tell, I’m over the moon.) For all those interested in attending, the presale was on November 15. It’s
understandable if you couldn’t get tickets because with the extremely long queue of Taylor fans,
Ticketmaster crashed. I’m going to spare you the details, but it got rough. Swifties were accusing
Ticketmaster of crashing their site on purpose, plus “reigniting fan frustration over Ticketmaster.” So even if
you didn’t get tickets then, there will be other times she’ll be selling more. But with back-to-back Detroit
shows, it gives me and other Michigan swifties a good chance of seeing her live.



Rihanna's Back?
By: Merisa Grebovic
If you’re a Marvel fan (like myself), it’s been an exciting month. Yes, I’m talking about the
release of Marvel Studios “Black Panther: Wakanda Forever” on November 11th. Before
the movie launched, a song off the soundtrack titled “Lift Me Up” was released on
October 28th. The song serves as a tribute to the late actor Chadwick Boseman, who
starred as Black Panther. In the track, Rihanna serves some of her iconic vocals that go
perfectly with the powerful ballad that deals with loss. For many, this surprise drop was
a shock as Rihanna herself hasn’t released anything since her 2016 album “Anti.” And
before that, she hadn’t dropped anything since her 2012 album “Unapologetic.” So, it’s
been a while. But for her comeback to be a song off a movie soundtrack? Director Ryan
Coogler states why they thought she would be a perfect fit for the project: “…it made
sense that it could be someone who could speak to, not necessarily the words, but the
feeling of motherhood, because that’s a major theme in this film.” He also explains how
this gained interest from Rihanna: “And I think it timed up, that she was in that kinda
space in her life. And she was open..." After the excitement surrounding “Lift Me Up” had
started to fade, on the film’s release date she dropped yet another track. This one with
the title “Born Again.” The song progresses from a soft piano to increasingly louder
strings and finally loud beats with additional vocals, adding to the overall effect of the
piece. Both “Lift Me Up” and “Born Again” will be featured at the beginning and ending
of the movie, leaving viewers with a good first impression and a powerful final message.
With the release of these two tracks, who knows what lies ahead for the future of
Rihanna’s ever-growing music career.

Pop Culture

Will BTS Return? 
by Sadhana Chandra

 From a popular K-pop boy band to one of the biggest boy bands in history! Meet the
Bangtan boys, also known as BTS! Consisting of 7 members, the band debuted in June

2013. The names of the members are: RM, V, Jimin, Jungkook, Jin, J-Hope, and Suga. 
To all the BTS fans out there, we have some news! Let’s start with their biggest one: the
members of the band are planning to serve in the military for 2 years. Starting with the
oldest member Jin, who is serving at the end of the current year, 2022. Due to this, BTS
is on hiatus and will only reunite somewhere in 2025. This is some big news for the fans,

that are also known as the BTS army.
 We also have more news. Some of you fellow armies know that BTS has been on hiatus
even before they announced that they were going to serve time in the military. The BTS

members are focusing on their solo careers. If you are going to be watching the FIFA
World Cup this year, be on the lookout for a special performance. That’s right!

Jungkook, a member of BTS is going to perform at the FIFA World Cup this year!
Jungkook will be performing his song, “Dreamers” in the opening ceremony. This is

really exciting news to all the fans. As an army myself, I am really excited to watch him
perform at the World Cup this year!

 This is a lot of news about BTS, and I am looking forward to hear more about
them and their upcoming solo performances!

 

2022 American Music Awards
By: Merisa Grebovic
On November 20th, at the Microsoft Theater in LA, the 2022 American Music Awards
(AMA’s) made headlines. The AMA’s and other award shows tend to do that, but there was
something… special about this year. As many of you already know, I’m a huge swiftie. So,
you can imagine how excited/shocked/proud I was to hear that Taylor Swift make a
“surprise” appearance at the AMA’s and absolutely swept the floor with the number of
awards she won that night. She won a total of 6 awards, winning every category she was
nominated in. The categories being: Artist of the year, favorite music video, favorite female
pop artist, favorite pop album, favorite female country artist, and favorite country album.
These awards being for her re-record of her 2012 hit album “Red” and the extended 10-
minute version of her hit song “All Too Well.” Taylor’s total AMA awards are now up to 40,
making her the most awarded artist in AMA history. As for other artists, the night’s top
nominee, Bad Bunny, scored only two prizes from his eight nominations. With other artists
such as Beyonce, Harry Styles, BTS, Morgan Wallen, Kendrick Lamar, Wizkid, and Tems also
taking home a pair of nominations. Many artists who won awards this year broke records
and became the most awarded artist in their certain categories. So with an exciting AMA’s
this year, who knows what’s in store for the next.



As Gianna said, November is full of holidays, and even if you don’t celebrate Thanksgiving, the
history behind it is a LOT of information, so much it’ll probably make your brain crash.
Thanksgiving will always be on the 4thThursday of November, unless they get rid of it, it’s here
to stay. It’s an annual national holiday, that is – you guessed it! All about giving thanks, and
showing appreciation for what you have. It’s also about celebrating your blessings, plus,
depending on your family, you could have a feast. The feast is modeled after the first
thanksgiving feast in 1621 between the pilgrims and the Wampanoag people.  Hope you have an
awesome day! 

 
All Saints’s Day is a holiday that Roman Catholics and Christians around the world
celebrate. All Saints’ Day is celebrated on November 1st.  All Saints’ Day celebrates
the Christians who achieved spiritual maturity, it is a day to venerate all the holy
women and men who have been canonized by The Holy Church. The origin of the
holiday dates back to the 4th century!  The Pope Boniface IV ceremoniously began
what would later be known as All Saints’ Day on May 13 of 609 AD. He also dedicated
the Pantheon in Rome to Virgin Mary and all Martyrs on the same day.

Writers:  Gianna Madden-Klein, Sanvi Mandvekar, Jasmine Thomas,
Sadhana Chandra 
Photographer(s): Abigail Piro

 Every year many of us celebrate Veterans Day. It’s on the 11th of
November and you can help them by donating stuff like food, board
games, clothing, slippers, adult coloring books, etc. Veterans Day is
for celebrating the people who served in the military. Don’t get this
mixed up with Memorial Day. That is celebrating the people who
have passed who served in the military, Veterans day is for the
people who served in the military that are still living.  
  If there’s someone in your family who was/is a veteran you can do
something nice for them, like chores or running errands with them.
Or you could just simply spend a little time with them. I hope you
celebrated your family or friends who served in the military. You can
look on Schoology to look at what you can donate.

 
Boys Basketball 2022-23 
By: Bennett Smitka
Earlier this month, tryouts were held for boy’s basketball. Give it up to everyone that tried
out for the team and all the people that made it All the players tried really hard and gave
their all, they all deserve it.
Here is an interview with the coaches:
Bennett: What are your goals for this year?
Madisen (7th grade team): to get better every day and also be good teammates
Maxon (8th grade team): to develop more skill and increasing teamwork 
Bennett: how long have you been teaching basketball
Madisen (7th grade team): this is my first-year coaching, and I just finish college basketball
Maxon (8th grade team): this is my 7th year coaching
Bennett: when is your next game?
Madisen (7th grade team): our first game is November 30th west middle school
Maxon (8th grade team): our first game is on Wednesday November 30th West Middle
School.

Thanksgiving
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All Saint’s Day
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The FIFA World Cup 2022!
By: Sadhana Chandra  

Held in Qatar from 20th of November to  the 18th of December is the FIFA World Cup
2022! It is the 22nd World Cup and the second  World Cup to be held  entirely in Asia.

This year,
the FIFA World Cup consists of 32 participating teams. Brazil and Argentina seems to

be the most favored teams so far and people believe that Brazil has higher chances to
win. In this current game, it seems like Spain is doing pretty well. They defeated Costa

Rica by 7 points! Here are the teams that have  won a game so far: Ecuador, Iran,
Netherlands, Saudi Arabia, France, Japan, Spain, Belgium Switzerland, Portugal, Brazil,

Senegal, Australia, Poland,  Argentina, Costa Rica, Morocco, Croatia, and Ghana. There
have also been many ties as well. 9 matches have tied so far. Here are the matches that

have tied: USA and Wales, Denmark and Tunisia, Mexico and Poland, Morocco and
Croatia, Uruguay and South Korea, Netherlands and Ecuado, England and USA, Spain

and Germany,  and Cameroon and Serbia. Can’t wait to watch more and find out who
wins! Who are you rooting for? 



MONTHLY RECOMMENDATIONS 

Luck Movie Review 
By: Lakshya Matele 
This adventurous, heartwarming and hilarious movie is about a girl named Sam Greenfield; who is
supposedly the unluckiest person on the planet. She then meets a very lucky black cat who she
follows into the Land of Luck to get a lucky penny for her friend Hazel. This movie has a deeper
meaning that there is nothing as a perfect life. And the characters learn that good and both bad
luck were needed to keep the world balanced because good luck is pleasant but bad luck helps you
learn how to overcome challenges. I really liked this movie because it was really entertaining and
funny and it also was more than what was on the surface which was really cool. I would recommend
this movie for all ages and give it a 4.5/5. I hope you enjoy it as much as I did!

Enola Holmes 2 Movie Review
By: Avneet Cheema 
Enola Holmes is back once more and this time she embarks on a case about a girl named Sarah who
goes missing. When she is on the verge of cracking the case she goes back to square one. Later on,
she finds out Sherlock (her annoying older brother) and her have to work together in order to be
successful on this case. With mystery, friendships, teamwork, innocent romance, this movie has it all. I
would rate this movie a 9/10. This movie itself is very good but sometimes it is a bit cringey which
makes it hard to watch. Overall, I highly recommend this movie. But before you watch Enola Holmes 2,
be sure watch the original Enola Holmes. So what are you waiting for? Get out there and go watch this
movie! 

FRAMED! Book Review
By: Lakshya Matele
"My name is Florian Bates. I’m twelve years old and a seventh grader at Alice Deal Middle School in
Washington, DC. My two favorite foods are pizza and egg rolls. I’m on the student council, I’m in the
scrabble club and I plan to try out for soccer. I also work for the FBI. I know that last one just comes
out of the blue, doesn’t it?”
This amazing and super engaging mystery revolves around twelve-year-old, Florian Bates, who get
recruited for the FBI for solving a mystery, by using T.O.A.S.T. Not the toast that we eat but a super
cool technique which stands for Theory of All Small Things which means to notice all the small
details to get the big picture. I loved this book I thought it was really engaging and it was a not too
big book so anyone could read it. I would recommend this book to people who like mystery books
and whoever is interested to read this book. I hope you enjoy it as much as I did!

The Cruel Prince Book Review
By: Merisa Grebovic
“Jude was seven when her parents were murdered, and she and her two sisters were stolen away to
live in the treacherous High Court of Faerie. Ten years later, Jude wants nothing more than to belong
there - but many of the fey despise humans. Especially Prince Cardan, the youngest and wickedest
son of the High King. To win a place at the Court, Jude must defy him - and face the consequences.”
This entire trilogy holds a special place in my heart. It’s everything you could ever want in a fantasy
series. A powerful female lead (who you’re going to become obsessed with). A fast-paced plot, full of
twists and turns. An enemies to lovers trope (trust me, you’re going to ship big time). Well-done
character development (whether that be good or bad). This series is one of my all-time favorites
(second only to the Inheritance Games Trilogy). So, if you’re looking for your next read, I HIGHLY
suggest you get your hands on this series by Holly Black. (Books in the trilogy: The Cruel Prince, The
Wicked King, and The Queen of Nothing.)

Wednesday TV Series Review
By: Merisa Grebovic
This new Netflix original series follows Wednesday Addams at her new school Nevermore Academy
(after being kicked out her old one, of course). Where she finds romance, friendship, foes, and… a
monster out for blood? This series is the perfect mix between a coming-of-age story (in its own way),
and an intriguing mystery. But what I really thought was worthwhile about this show is Wednesday
herself. She was portrayed beautifully by Jenna Ortega, and that’s not an easy thing to do. When you
have a character like Wednesday, it can be difficult to express how she feels in certain moments. Yet
again, Jenna Ortega did this so effortlessly through very slight motions (blinking, voice change,
physical touch, etc.). Also, some character dynamics will have you questioning who you believe
Wednesday should up with (Enid, Xavier, or Tyler?). And the murder mystery will have you on the edge
of your seat. Overall, I truly enjoyed this series (10/10). I finished it way too fast and am hoping that
Netflix will give us the season 2 we all deserve!
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